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Coated Groundwood Supply Limits
May Boost North American Market
— BY HAROLD M. CODY, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Continuing weak dollar, unchanged postage rates, improved demand in summer months
could lead to modest growth and price increase for some coated groundwood papers.
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N O RT H A M E R I C A N P R I N T I N G / W R I T I N G PA P E R S TAT I S T I C S
(000 Metric Tons)
December 2003 %
Coated groundwood
Shipments
Operating rate
Imports
Demand

425
93
49
461
February 2004
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95
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453

Shipments
Operating rate
Imports
Demand

Notes: 1Actual figure, not percentage change.
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change year ago
5.7
8.1
36.9
8.1
9.2
92 1
27.7
12.3

Source: PPPC

Year-to-Date 2003 % change year ago
4,995
93
640
5,504
Year-to-Date 2004
871
93
85
921
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43.8
5.4
7.9
92 1
1.6
7.1
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Total Coated Paper Market
Total North American coated
paper demand was flat in 2003 at
10.5 million metric tons, but there
was significant divergence between
groundwood and free-sheet grades. In
2003, U.S. and Canadian coated
groundwood

shipments

reached

nearly 5.0 million metric tons, up
1.7% from a year ago.
Demand for coated groundwood
was up 5.4% for the full year in
comparison with 2002, according
to the Pulp and Paper Products
Council (PPPC).
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